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Abstract
We have developed a three-dimensional data-acquisition system with which pulse heights from an array of
detectors can be multi-scaled with dwell times as short as 31 ns. The main part of the system consists of three ADCs
of SAR (SuccessiveApproximation Register) type, a 32 MHz oscillation clock and DRAM (Dynamic Random
Access Memory) of 192 Mbyte capacity. The clock time is determined by count the clock pulse generatedby 28 bits
synchronous counter. Both the pulse height and the time information are stored at an array of DRAM, of 4O-bits
width, l2-bits for pulse height and 28-bits for clock time.
The technique is particularly suitable for experiments such as both double and triple coincidence distributions are
required. Virtues of the method are demonstrated by measuring the activity of rac with a 3-PM liquid scintillation
counting system. The computer discrimination together with the MCTS (multi-channel time scaling) technique is
applied lor efficiencyvariation method in the analysis. O 2000 Elsevier ScienceLtd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

We developed a bi-dimensional data acquisition
method that enables determination of both pulse
height and its input time in ADC with a resolution of
an order of 100 ns. The method has been successfully
applied for experiments where both the energy and the
time distributions are required (Hwang et al., 1996,
1998a,b). However, since the input time is determined
by triggering an ADC busy signal transitions as an
earlier technique, it may cause errors due to time-walk,
especially in the case of extremely low height pulses.
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And the RAM capacity is limited below 10" events to
register their pulse height and clock time information.
In this study, we report on the development of a
three-dimensional data acquisition (3D-DAQ) method
which improves the precision for measuring both pulse
height and its clock time. The ADC prepared for each
channel is SAR type with conversion time of 8 ps. The
clock time is obtained by applying the enhanced CFD
(constant fraction discrimination) method specially
developed to latch the clock time at a uniform position. The RAM capacity of each channel is 537
Mbits, registering both the pulse height and lock time
up to 1.34 x 107 events. The method is particularly
suitable for experimentswhere both the double and triple coincidence rates are required, for example, TDCR
method (Pochwalski et al., 1988). Virtues of the
method are demonstrated by studying the activity of
rac.
The multi-channel time scaling (MCTS) and the
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Fig. l. Simplified block-diagrams of 3D-DAQ system

computer discrimination method to obtain the overall
TDCR efficienciesand the use of Cox and Isham formulae (Cox and Isham, 1977; Smith, 1978) for corrections, due to dead time and accidental coincidences,
are described.

to the Comparator and a strobe pulse is generated at
each crossing position, thus at the peak position of the
original pulses. Then the strobe pulse latches output of
Timer which consists of a 28 bit synchronous counter
and a calibrated 32 MHz oscillator. Thus clock time is
obtained at a uniform position without dealing with
pulse height.

2. Data acquisition method
2.2. Digitization of pulse lrcight
The main part of the 3D-DAQ system consists of
three ADCs of SAR (Successive Approximation
Register) type, a 32 MHz oscillator clock and DRAM
(Dynamic Random Access Memory) of 192-Mbyte capacity. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the system.
2.I . Deterntination of clock time
Linear pulses from an array of detectors are transferred to each Buffbr Amplifer, which is prepared to
maintain the pulse shape with the original. The pulse is
first differentiated and then inverted immediately at the
Pulse Detector (see Fig. 2). Then both pulses are input

The peak position is the rising position of strobe signal. The pulse height is detected and digitized by
applying the 12 bit ADC of SAR type. The Pulse
Stretcher generatesa stretched pulse at the peak position for a longer period than the ADC conversion
time. Then the pulse height is converted to the binary
number for duration of a stretchedpulse.
Briefly, the linear pulses from the detectors are digitized and latched by the pulse generated at peak position and then immediately transferred together with
clock time to an array of 5.37 x 10" bits DRAM, of 40
bit width, 12 bits for pulse height and 28 bits for clock
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Fig. 2. Applicationof enhancedCFD method to obtain the
clock time information.
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ter, respectively.The radionuclide sample used for this
raC
work is unquenched
solution contained in 20 ml
standard glass vial. The dead time of each channel was
of the non-extending type and adjusted to the same
value of 25 ps, respectivley.The experiments were carried out four times for one samole. and the measurement time was set to l0l s for one measurement.

4. Analysis
(Triple to Double Coincidence Ratio)
TDCR
method in liquid scintillation counting is one of the
techniques which can directly determine the activity
without requiring information such as counting efficiency. The activity can be obtained by extrapolation
of data points of Np as a function of K factor which is
Nr/Nn, where Np denotes the logic sums of three
double coincidencerate and N1 is for the triple coincidence rate.
We show the methods to derive the values of K and
the activity from the data files obtained by using a 3DDAQ.
The true count rate pi of the pulses from the fth
detector is related to the observed rate R; and dead
time r; by
R;

time. When the data acquisition ends, the DRAM content is transferred to a larger storage device, DRAM is
cleared and the fast accumulation cycle starts again.
For example,when the count rate is 1000s-', one can
obtain at most 1.34 x 107 events,each of which consists of a digitized pulse height and the sequentially
recorded clock time from 0 to 1.34 x lOa s. The nonextendable dead time of each channel is determined by
the width of stretched pulse described above and can
be variable from 10 to 50 us in this studv.

3. Experiment
In the conventional TDCR method, fast electronrcs
are required using an off-the-shelf coincidence analyzer
and other ancillary electronics such as fast discriminators. However, since all the necessaryparameters can
be stored sequentially by using a 3D-DAQ,it needs
only three linear amplifiers for pulse shaping as shown
in Fig. l. The detection part is placed in the cylindrical
chamber with inner diameter of 300 mm, mounted in a
50-mm lead shield. The detectors used in this work
were HAMAMATSU
R329-02 photomultiplier tubes,
a 21 stage fast-linear focussedtype with bialkali photocathode of 51 mm diameter in each. These are symmetrically equipped around the centrally located counting
vial, and maintained at 30 mm distance from the cen-

''-

l_

R,.T,'

w h e r ei : A . B . C .
The observed double and triole coincidence rates
can be written by:
R t i: R , i j l R f i i '
w h e r ei 7 :

A,B,C.

Rnec:R.as6*R2rc.
where R4 denotes the observed coincidence rate derived
by comparing the events detected on ith channel with
jth channel. R,ti(Rr) is the genuine (accidental) coincidence rate. Ras6 is the observed triple coincidencerate
and R.as6(R6as6.)is the genuine (accidental) triple coincidence rate.
Since the data obtained with our 3D-DAQ system
consist of chronologically ordered records of pulse
height and the corresponding clock time for each channel, the pulse-height, clock time and the discrimination-range selections can be done at will from the
same data. To determine the R; in Eq. (2), the
recorded clock time of each ith event is compared with
clock times of the Jth data. Events are selected in
which the time difference of each compared event is
within the resolving time r, and set to be the same
value of 1.2 us for all channels.
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Table 1
Relativeuncertaintycomponents
in 0/o

Countingstatics
Dead time
Fitting procedures
Combineduncertainty

o

o

o

PABC -

K
Fig. 3. Plotsof Np(K) and N1(rK)vs K. The data pointswere
extrapolatedIo K : I by the linear least-squares
fit in the
regionof K>60%. An Insetshowsan exampleof coincidence
spectrum.

Thus each double coincidence rate, Ras, Rs6 and
Rsa is derived, and its corresponding true coincidence
tate pij can be determined by using a Cox and Isham
formula. Since r; : rj : r ilod r; : rj : t fot all iand 7
in this study, it becomes:
R4-2rR;R,

The function X(r, p, r) is correct for the accidental coincidences included in R,y and the function Y(r, p) is
for the dead-time corrections. An exact solution is
known for the case where ri :r.j : t. Further details
can be found elsewhere(Smith, 1978).
Thus the values of No : pee U pec U pqa can be
directly obtained by using the simple algebraic relation:
PesI

A
B
A

0.07
0.1
0.57
0.60

Secondly, the recorded clock time of each Cth event
compares with both registered time in each line of
{Ras], and select the events in which the time difference of each comparison is within the resolving time,
respectively.Therefore Ras6 is derived and pABc can
be obtained by using a Cox and Isham formula: i.e.

E {Ann

t t ,:i A _ n . u w '

Type

Uncertainty components

Disc.EngE

Psc* Pce * i/o * 2' tr/r

Triple coincidence rate pesc(:Nr) can be obtained by
firstly creating the data file {Ras} of which each line
consists of the pulse height and clock time lor both of
Ath and 8th events which are in coincidence relation.

Reec - 2rRasRg

(l - Ren'rxl - Rs.r)X(r, p, r) * ResctY(t,p)

Thus K is directly obtained by the definition, pas6 :
Resc
p,
2rRasRq(l - R.qe. z)(1 - Rs .r)x(1,
r) -t R6sgrY(r, p).
A set of the values {Ki} were obtained by applying
the computer discrimination technique in the region
where Kr ranged from 15 to 90Y". Fig. 3 shows plots
of Nn(K) and N1(K) vs K. An inset shows a coincidence spectrum obtained by collecting the events coincident with the events detected by the other channel.
The range of computer discrimination is marked on
there. The function Np(K) is obtained by means of
least squaresfitting in the region which has linearity as
a lunction of K. And the data points of Np(K) were
extrapolated to K : I by the linear least-squares
method in the region of K2 60%. Then the activity of
lac was determined from Np(K : l),
and the result
was found to be (2760 + 28) Bq (1 January 1999, 0 h
UT). The relative combined uncertainty was calculated
from the square root of the summed squares of each
most probable typical component standard uncertainty
as listed in Table L

5. Conclusions
The account of applying a three-dimensional data
acquisition method has been demonstrated by measuring the activity of rac by using a 3-PM LSC system.
Since the clock time can be obtained by applying the
enhanced CFD technique, it is determined at a uniform position for all pulses without dealing with pulse
height. The RAM capacity is so large to register sufficient energy and clock time information for most experiments. The systematic dead time is of a nonextending type, thus the corrections, largely arising
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from accidental coincidences and dead times, can be
done by means of Cox and Isham formulae.
In the analysis, since all necessary parameters (pulse
heights and clock times) are stored sequentially, the
overall TDCR efficiencies can be derived by applying
the multi-channel time scaling technique at the same
time as the computer discrimination method. The actoc can be determined in a relatively short
tivity of
time with the new 3D-DAQ. Short data acquisition
time together with the early noted fact that only a
minimal electronics preceded digitization, should imply
results obtained with the present method is quite free
of such systematic errors as those associated with
instrumental drift, replication of experimental conditions and sourcedecay.
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